The research explores how the notion of 'rights to the city,' as an important element of the contestation over the globalized "human rights' movement, is then manifested and implemented in local context. It aims to understand whether the idea of rights to the city is perceived and practiced in a specific setting, the urban Javanese context and setting, in this case, the historic city of Yogyakarta. It is based on the idea that in historic city like Yogyakarta, existing local norms and concepts could be contested with western norms and concepts of rights to the city. This was an exploratory research, utilizing multiple case studies approach and method to understand local norms and theories related to the issue of rights to the city and city tolerance. The research purposively selected five case studies that represented the Javanese concepts of rights to the city and city tolerance. It revealed that the practice of Javanese concepts of 'rukun' and 'tepo sliro' could be contested with the western concepts of rights to the city and city tolerance. It, however, also showed that such concepts were not free from misuse and even abuse to maintain status quo or to exhibit quasi-harmony. The paper also showed how the idea of inclusive and sustainable city under the New Urban Agenda was interpreted and implemented in local situation and contexts.
Introduction: The Issue: Rights to the City
The right to the city as an idea was firstly promoted by French sociologist Henri Lefebvre in his 1968 book Le Droit à la ville. [1] It was considered as a radical idea to promote urban social movement and trasformed and renewed demand for and access to urban resources. He defined the Right to the city as a right of no exclusion of urban society from qualities and benefits of urban life. In his book, Lefebvre wrote about socio-economic segregation and its phenomenon of estrangement. He referred his concept to many cases of urban evictions during that era where people were forced into residential ghettos far from the city center. Against this backdrop he demanded the Right to the city as a collective reclamation of the urban space by marginalized groups living in the border districts of the city.
In the western context, the Right to the city is not meant to be understood as an individual legal right. It is often seen as a social utopia and collective claim inspiring ideas and suggestions for social movements and a better world. It is a slogan for movements worldwide, which fight against the manifestations of many modern cities in which public processes and utilities have been privatized and where development is driven primarily if not solely by corporations and markets. In the 1990s Lefebvres' idea was taken up in the fields of geography and urban planning, and became the slogan for many social movements.
Such original concept, then revisited by David Harvey, who perceived the right to the city as 'some kind of shaping power over the processes of urbanization, over the ways in which our cities are made and remade' and as a right to change and reinvent the city so that it suits the poor, the marginalized, the vulnerable and not only the rich and the privileged. Hence, the right to the city was seen as a tool of revolution that would destroy the segregation (the poor and the rich, the privileged and the underprivileged) and bring back the centrality of the city meaning that the centre of the city would be open to everyone and not only the privileged ones. [2] Currently the right to the city refers not only to the adequate quality of the direct place of living and its surroundings but also the adequate standard of living at the scale of the whole city and its rural surroundings. The right to the city understood in this way is to be a mechanism of protection for the people living in cities or regions of rapid urbanization (World Charter for the Right to the City: 1).
The notion of 'rights to the city,' as an important element of the contestation over the globalized "human rights' movement, borrowed from western concept of legal-formal system has been a subject for discussion for quite long time and even gaining a new momentum during the preparation of the NUA/Habitat III. It is, however, questioned when it came to the eastern society who traditionally used local norms and rules in maintaining social harmony. Further, cities in the developing nations like Indonesia have been picturized as have a dualistic nature, formal-informal, legal-illegal. Such 'dualistic' concept (Boeke) has helped us to understand the complex nature of society and the working of city economy.
The research aims to explore how the idea of rights to the city, city tolerance, inclusive city, is perceived and implemented in the Javanese urban society and how such western concepts were then contested with the local Javanese concepts and norms. By purposevely selecting five case studies/kampung which represent city tolerance, the research shows how the local Javanese society and community used the local concept and practices of 'tepo sliro' which is equal to the idea of tolerance. It also shows how the idea of inclusive city has been actually practiced in urban kampung of Yogyakarta -such inclusiveness is crucial to ensure the sustainability of the settlement.
Methods
The research was exploratory and qualitative in nature, utilizing multiple case studies. In this research five case studies were purposely selected that represented kampung or communities, which were unique, somewhat exclusive, but never experienced conflicts, both within internal members and with other urban residents or locals outside kampung. They were also purposively selected to explore the variations of tolerance practices in somewhat different local contexts, but similar socio-historical backgrounds. These five kampung are located in the city center and considered as old and historic kampongs, which contribute quite significantly to the existence and history of the city.
The exploration of these five kampung was done by fieldworks, involving a series on interviews with local informants and local leaders who knew about the history and present situation of the kampung. At least five to six informants were interviewed, guided by several common questions in each kampung. The interviews resulted in rich and qualitative information and narrative about the issues explored in this research. These fieldworks were then combined with secondary information gathered from archives, statistical data, and studies about these five kampongs. The rich information and narrative were then analyzed qualitatively and discussed with the existing theory related to rights to the city, inclusiveness and tolerance. The result was then a kind of confirmation on the existing local theory, which could be contested with theory available in the literatures. 
Discussions

Result: Five Case Studies
The seting of this reserach was the historic, traditional-Javanese city of Yogyakarta, founded in 1755 that is considered as the 'center' of Javanese culture. It was founded by the Pangeran Mangkubumi who later became the first Sultan in this kingdom. The region is famous for its 'special' status given by the central government because of its crucial role during the independent process of the country. It is now under dynamic transformations both pshisically, socially, and economically. The city is also famous as the second tourist destination after Bali. Interestingly enough, Yogyakarta is also considered as educational city for Indonesia, where students from many parts of Indonesia look for reasonable education. It therefore becomes mini melting pot in Indonesia and even the world. This long history of the city provides a background by which the city itself has experiences many influences and where many people with diverse cultural backgounds come, visit, and live in this city. The case studies for this research were five kampongs, informal urban community settlements, located in the city centre. These five kampongs were selected as they represent unique kampong and community, some are even very old and could be considered as historic kampong, quite 'exclusive' but, never experience conflicts and percussion by other urban residents. In the past three decades, these five have experienced urban development pressures and undergone transformation, but somehow they are still able to maintain their characteristics and values. Because of their unfitness, these five kampongs have potential to be developed as tourism attractions. Brief description of the five case studies is summarized in the table below. Backpackers kampung located in the city centre; Famous for 'backpackers' kampung, where 'bugdet' tourists stay and mingle with locals in the local-modest homestays; Recently under transformation into more 'commercial' hotels, owned and operated by outsiders 4
Sarkem
Considered as "Red-light district" located in the city centre, mixed with housing for the low-middle income people; Not considered by the locals as 'localization' but some homes are used for 'prostitution' activities; Never experiences conflicts and percussion 5
Badran
Informal/illegal kampung located in the city centre, close to the main train station; The homes of 'transgender' that formed an organization in this kampung;
Never experiences conflicts and percussion. Kauman kampung or community is located very close to the Kraton or Yogyakarta palace, as a part of the basic components of traditional-Javanese city centre. Kauman term is come from 'kaum' or Islamic leader/ulama, those who considered as have better knowledge on Islam and usually also lead Islamic teaching and practices in mosque. Kaum, who also serve to manage the mosque, live close to the mosque. The mosque itself is considered as the main mosque of the Kraton, where the practices in the mosque, are somewhat regulated by the Kraton. Kauman then is a term use to describe a kampung or community where the kaum live, which in some cases also the open madrasah or boarding schools for those who like to study Islam from the Kaum. Although not all residents in Kauman are considered as kaum, most residents in Kauman are considered as having better knowledge and consistenly practicing Islam. In this case, Kauman then could be considered as Islamic kampung, where Islamic principles are applied in many aspects of live in that kampung.
Case 1: Kauman: The Moslem Community in The Heart of Javanese Culture and Power
Kauman was established since 18 th century as a part of the Sultanate or Yogyakarta Kingdom and since then has been developed as urban community. Originally, as Kauman is part of the Kraton and somehow managed by the Kraton, the Islamic practice in this kampung was considered as 'sincritism' a term to describe how Islamic principles are then conceived, blended, and practiced together with Javanese traditions. Such practices then gradually changed, particularly with the born of Muhammadiyah, Islamic reforms lead by Kyai Ahmad Dahlan, who was a local resident of Kauman. Such reforms were started in the early 1900s, and gradually Muhammadiyah become one between two biggest Islamic organizations in Indonesia. Since then, Kauman has become more open to new residents, but mostly those who are Moslem and interested to stay there to learn Islamic teaching.
The spatial and physical patterns and characteristics of the kampung itself are quite unique. It is always located in the front-left parts of the palace, as it is parts of basic pattern of traditional Javanese city centre. The kampung has a main mosque at the centre, surrounded by housing area where the kaum and the residents, mostly all Moslem, live. It is a kind of enclave, with very clear physical boundaries. Within the kampung itslef, housing units are considered quite dense, with small road or alley, where residents could only walks or bike through these alleys. The housings are usually in a modest form, size, and quality, but some are considered big, and have some unique forms. Several houses are used for home-based enterprises and some are used for small warung or shops. Small mosques of langgar are also there in between housing area. Mixed with local community Sosrowijayan kampung is located in the city centre, in front of the main train station, making this kampung very strategic in term of location and accessibility. This is the reason why in the early 1960s, some local people opened hostels or homestay for the visitors to this city, particularly the modest visitors and tourists, including foreign 'backpackers tourists'. That is why people also called this kampong as "backpackers" kampung. In this kampong such hostels or homestays offer very reasonable price for tourist needs, and they are blended with housing for the locals, making this kampung an intersting mix of land and building uses, berween local daily activities and tourism activities. The spatial and physical performance of this kampong was actually considered not distinct, almost like other ordinary kampong, with its quite dense housing areas in mixed sizes and qualities of buildings. Small roads or gang, small enough for only walking, were organically linked within housing blocks this area. What makes this kampung slightly different to other kampungs were the existing of hostels or homestays spread out within the housing compound in this kampung.
As backpacker tourists increased during the 1980s t0 nthe 1990s, many hostels or homestays, including another tourist facilities, such as restaurants, small shops, travel agancies, increased rapidly and peaked in the late 1990s. Such increase was then dropped after the economic crisis in Indonesia and Asia in the 1998s. It took almost one decade for this kampung after the crisis to slowly grow again. In the past ten years, another transformation has been started in this kampung, when many stared hotels have been built in this area, using and changing the backpacker kampung landscape into more modern and contemporary tourism area. The basic spatial formation or layout of this kampung, however, is still unchanged, which is characterised by small gangs or roads linking housing blocks in this area.
As kampung famous as backpacker kampung, the socio-economic landscapes of this kampung are quite unique, very vibrant-harmonious blended between local residents, tourists, and those who engage in tourism industries. Because tourists stay in the homestays or hostels, interesting, intimate, and dynamic relations happened between local residents and tourists in this kampung. Such relations provide interesting, dynamic, open, and equal cultural understanding between those two. Some anecdotes commonly shared here are that several young locals then met their couples and got married.
In the mid 1990s, a group of architects in this city organized a festival, called "Sosrowijayan: Kampung Dunia (global village), to celebrate the uniqueness and achievements of this backpacker kampung. This kampung exhibits two important phenomena. The first is the opennes and inclusiveness of the city to visitors and foreign tourists in a general context. Although such phenomenon is not very unique, considering this traditional city has long history and records to receive visitors and residents, it shows the flexibility of the larger city residents to receive various and diverse visitors and tourists, including backpackers from many parts of the world, even those who are considered to have different and unique behaviours. Second, the fact that local residents, mostly local Javanese and Yogyakartanese, have somehow flexible, open, and egalitarian views over foreigns visitors and tourists, including backpackes tourists. They are even able to recieve and adapt to foreign tourist behaviours into their daily lives and practices, while maintaining their local traditions. Such condition makes foreign tourists freely and intimately understand, learn, and respect local traditions and daily lives.
These flexibility and capability of local residents to mingle with foreign views and behaviours, as explained by local leaders, exhibit the concepts and practices of three Javanese principles. The first is 'tamu' or 'dayoh' -tamu (in Indonesia) or 'dayoh' (in Javanese) is a term for guest, who should be welcomed and respected, no matter where they came from and no matter how different they are. The second principle is 'ramah' or friendly, meaning that Javanese people should always be friendly and open to anyone who came to their house. A behaviour not too ramah, is considered 'not good', negative, or exclusive. The third principle is 'tepo sliro' meaning tolerance. Such concepts and practices are very common among Javanese -it is a concept that is based on the idea that considering every person tends to have different views and behaviour, we have to be tolerant of others. Tepo sliro or tolerance does not mean that only one side has to respect other sides, but it means that both sides should respect others. Further, tepo sliro also means that both sides do not always have the same views and behaviours, but still they have to be able to recieve different views and behaviours, maybe if necessary, with some little changes to respect each other.
Case 3: Sarkem: The Red District?
Located on the same location with Sosrowijayan kampung, Sarkem is actually only one part of the whole kampung Sosrowijayan. It is a cluster of housing, in the east part of the kampung, and spatially is not distinct as it is blended with other regular housing units in this kampung. Sarkem, literaly means 'Pasar kembang' or flower market, therefore only a term to mark the unique activities of small residents in this housing cluster who serve as 'sex workers' or prostitution. It started quite long in the early 1990s and originally called as 'mbalokan' from Javanese term of 'balok' or log/wood, which used to be unlog and traded in this area. Since the 1970s, the name 'mbalokan' was gradually changed into "pasar kembang or Sarkem' as many shops opened and sold flower on the same area. Although this flower market was then moved to about 300 meters to the east of the area in the mid 1990s, the name "sarkem' continues to be used by locals and tends to implixitly mark the existent of small prostitution business in this area. What interesting about the Sarkem is that although people, particularly locals, understand that small prostitution business exists in this kampung, they never call and consider such area as 'prostitution' area or 'red district' commonly called as 'lokalisasi' in Indonesian context -'lokasisasi' is a common Indonesian term to explain the existence of a specific area where prostitution business exists. Lokalisasi commonly (and informally or illegaly) exists in medium and large cities in Indonesia. It is usually not formally and legally acknowledged by city government, but it continues to exist. In the past few years, started in the 2015s, in Surabaya, where the city government abolished a large 'lokalisasi', other city governments, including Jakarta, started to follow the same policy, by abolishing lokasisasi in several cities in Indonesia. Such phenomena did not happen in Yogyakarta. Although until now few houses still offer prostitution business in Sarkem, there is so far no specific policy from the city government towards Sarkem. Based on the interview with city bureaucrats, they tended to say that such phenomenon was very small and they did not have to recognize and treat it specially. Under such unclear city government policy, however, the Social Agency of the city governmnment used to allocate special bugdet and assistance to this area, particularly to help the women with health programs and training packages aimed to anable these women to shift to other better job opportunities. The local residents so far tend to view and treat Sarkem as a common kampung and never considere it as 'lokalisasi'. Such view and behavior are quite unique compared to other cities in Indonesia. Many cases that were documented showed that regularly, tensions and conflicts arose between lokalisasi and city residents. In the past few years, in several cities, including Jakarta, a group of Moslem, regularly report, sweep and protest the existence of these lokasisasi as they are considered not appropiate and not accepted according to the Islamic principles.
The case of Sarkem represents how both the city residents and city government viewed and treated a prostitute district as a normal-informal urban fabric -not formally and legally recognized. Therefore, no specific policy should be developed for this area. The local residents also tend to view and treat this area with 'ambiguity' -somehow they understand that such practices are not appropriate, but as far as not they do not harms and threat other urban residents, they continue to let them exist. Based on the views of local residents interviewed for this reserach, they commonly expressed the idea of 'ben wae' -a Javanese term for trying to be 'ignorance' or 'let them exist.' They commonly said that as far as their existence did not create innuances and disturbances for the community, they would let them to exist. Such expession is somewhat based on the idea of 'tepo sliro' or tolerance to differences as means for achieving the most important-ultimate goal of society that is maintaining social harmony.
Case 4: Ketandan, The China Town
Ketandan kampung is strategically located in the city centre, in the north side of the main-traditional market of the city, called Beringharjo. Established since the beginning of the city (1755s). Ketandan was specifically planned and allocated for the Chinese community by the Sultan/Kraton. The name itself, Ketandan, is a Javanese term for those who work in gold business/activities. It then gradually transforms into a more various and mixed commercial activities, including reguler shops, restaurants, souvenir shops, offices, and services. Shops that sell gold and jewelry and some chinese restaurants, however, still exist and make the kampung unique. The physical appearances of this kampung itself could be marked by the existence of shophouses, in a quite dense building blocks, with some Chinese shophouse styles. Although the Chinese shophouses are not so many, but their appearance could still mark the kampung as unique. In the recent years, an entrance gate with Chinese style was constructed with a clear sign that visitors are entering the Chinese community. As the location of this kampung is part of the Malioboro district, this kampung is very accessible. Visitors of Malioboro could easily walk through this kampung to the south and finally end in the main-traditional market of Beringharjo.
Historically, the kampung cannot be separated from the city history, as the initial development of this kampung was the result of the Sultan's decision to allow Chinese to reside in this city. The Sultan specifically provided permission for the Chinese community to reside in this city and granted land for them in this area. However, as the Chinese was not recognized as local people or pribumi, Chinese could only use the land, but not own that land. Because the existence of the Chinese community in this city happened with the permission of the Sultan, there has been a special relation between the Chinese and the Sultan in this city -a kind of patron-client relations, where the Sultan is the patron who provides security over the Chinese. Such special relation which may cause no tension between the Chinese and the locals or Javanese. This relatively harmonious relation between the Chinese and the pribumi or the Javanese did not happen in other cities in Indonesia, including in the neighbouring city of Solo, where conflicts and tensions between Chinese and Javanese occured several times in the history of the city.
The case of Kampung Ketandan represenst the way under a 'wise' and 'tolerance' leader, the Sultane, the Chinese has an opportunities and to live together with the locals in a harmonious way. They somehow practice the concept of tolerance by respecting others. The 'pribumi' or Javanese learned from the Sultan that they have also to respect Chinese who reside and live in this city because of the Sultan permition. Any dispute related to them should be broughjt to the Sultan to mediate and solve. The case of Kampung Badran is unique as it is actually, squatter housing or illegal setllement, built in the previously Chinese cemetery. It is located close to the main train station called Tugu in the city center, and thus it is very accesible to many urban facilities and amenities. It used to be a partly vacant area along the railway and partly abandoned Chinese cemetery. It was established in the early 1970s where new migrants came to the city and looked for affordable houses. As house and land prices in this city were high and not affordable for these low-income migrants to afford, as many also did in this city, they started to squat in the vacant-left 'marginal' area in this city, including along the railway and abandoned Chinese cemetery. Since then, incrementally and organically, the Badran became kampung, which now tends to be quite crowded with high building density.
Originally the residents of this kampung were low income people who worked on a variety of informal sectors. They also came from different socio-economic backgrounds. Such backgrounds created quite open and 'egalitarian' relations among its residents. This situation opens opportunities for several transgender people to stay and reside in this kampung since 1980s. Little by liytle, those who are transgender also used this kampung as kind of their meeting spot. In the early 1990s, an NGO provided those transgender people with some assistance, including forming an organization, training, and other forms of advocacies. Until now, people in this city consider Kampung Badran as Kampung where transgender people could freely stay and express their interests. In early 2000s, an interesting progress was made in this kampung where, with the help of an NGO, those transgenders initiated and organized the first Islamic boarding house for transgender people in the city. It is a unique case where 'transgender' person/figure is accepted as the 'dai' or Islamic Leader and serves as 'imam' in the sholat jamak/congregational prayer -which is actually not accepted by other Islamic group affiliations. 
Discussions:
Tolerance and Social Harmony: "Rukun" and "Tepo Sliro"
The five case studies summaries previously show that idea of rights to the city and city tolerance, including also the notions of inclusive city, borrowed from 'western' idea has been dynamically challenged when they applied/exercised in local-different contexts. As firstly promoted by Henry Lavebre in the 1960s, it calls for urban social movement for access to urban resources. It led to then many urban social protests and movements in western cities by the urban poor who used to become the victims of evictation caused by market forces. Such concept was then globally promoted by the City Alliance organizations and combined with the idea of inclusive city, which then adopted in the New Urban Agenda/The NUA in 2016 by the UN Habitat [6] .
In Yogyakarta, the heart of Javanese culture, the ideas and practices of 'rights to the city' and 'city tolerance' could be acceptable only when they have somewhat 'local terms' and ideas/meaning.
The idea of 'rights to the city' has actually no historical roots in Yogya city, considered as city of the Sultanate. People who live in the city used to the clients of the Sultan. They could only live in the city and region with the permition of the Sultan. Originally, people propose a permit to the Sultan and then Sultan provides permition in the form of 'surat kekancingan' or letter of agreement and permition for the people to use the land. It called as the 'magersari' a kind of right granted by the Sultan to use certain land. In such a way, people are very much dependent on Sultan in the forms of 'Patron-Client' relations. The patron provides some securities, including the use of land, while the clients then have to fulfill some obligations. An important part of the obligation is that they have to maintain social harmony, or "rukun" as the important principle of Javanese culture [3] .
Harmony is a term that has been around in the society for a long time. The term itself comes from an English word, harmonious. Harmonious relationship means a relation that is harmonious in nature. Harmony itself means a state of suitability and peace. The word harmony is a concept that refers to the achievement of balance in relationships. Social harmony in Javanese society called as 'rukun' and seen as an important thing to be maintained. Individuals are advised to continually maintain harmonious relationship in their social lives [4] . In everyday lives, rukun has been practiced in urban settlement or kampung. As have been documented by Sulivan, Guiness, Leaf and Setiawan, people can live harmoniously in a very dense urban settlement because of the rukun concept. [5] However, in everyday lives, rukun is not always easy to achieve. People have to, at the same time, apply the idea of "tepo sliro" or respect each other. Tepo seliro means that we have to respect other people's opinion and behaviour regardless of their differences from our views and norms. Despite the fact that people in Kauman, Ketandan, Sosrowijayan, Sarkem, and Badran have different values and behaviour, they can maintain social harmony or rukun by tepo sliro concept. At the same time, the acceptance and respect from wider residents in Yogyakarta city are also part of of "tepo sliro" that becomes an important requirement to maintain social harmony or "rukun."
The Processes and Factors Contributed to Tolerance and Social Harmony
Although the final goals of maintaining social harmony or rukun seems to be achievable, the processes and factors contributed to such state are not easy, one-step, open-ended, and smooth. They are dynamic, dialectic, long-term even unending processes that include rejections, conflicts, acceptances, and resolutions.
In kampung, as resulted from interviews, harmony should be practiced to minimize conflicts with others. Harmony is also interpreted as minimizing conflicts by avoiding fights, arguments, and being ignorant. In this sense, harmony means maintaining compatibility and tolerance to different interests. It is still considered harmonious if there are disagreements in relationships as long as there are no arguments and both parties are still willing to help each other. The important note is that the differing opinions are openly communicated to achieve a compromised solution.
Further, harmony is also interpreted as caring for others. The essence of harmony is found not only by avoiding conflicts, but also by being interested with the wellbeing of others, especially our relatives. This brings to another concept of togetherness. Such togetherness could only be achieved by 'tepo sliro' or our ability to feel what others feel, do good deeds for others, look for each other, show the willingness to share and help each other.
Such ultimate achievement of Javanese culture, could only be possible with the suport of two important institutions. The first is the Sultan/Kraton as the patron, who provides permition, recognition and security over the whole society, including people in kampung. The second institution is the local community organization, the RT (Rukun Tetangga, equal to neighbourhod association) and RW (Rukun Warga, equal to sub-district association). Although the RT and RW were adopted from the Japanese tradition in maintaing security and order, those local-community organizations were then adopted by Indonesian government to maintain social harmony. Such pratices have been so far able to maintain social harmony in the relatively absent government intervention. As documented by Sullivan, Guiness, and Leaf, the roles of RT and RW are very crucial to maintain social harmony in the kampung. Interviews in five case studies also revealed that the roles of RT and RW are very crucial in maintaining togetherness, tolerance, and reducing social conflicts.
Conclusion
The notion of 'rights to the city,' as an important element of the contestation over the globalized "human rights' movement, borrowed from western concept of legal-formal system, is questioned when it came to the eastern society who traditionally used local norms and rules in maintaining social harmony. Understanding the concept and practice of "legal rights,' which is now becoming accepted as an important element of international standards, therefore, needs to be contextualized into the complex and unique nature of local norms and culture -the socio, cultural, and political dimensions. In this regard, the society willingness or unwillingness to implement western legal norms and rules should be understood. The concept (and term), however, has failed to explain the more complex nature of local norms and culture, which are adjusted and adopted under the pressures of globalized international legal-formal standards of norms and rules, including "human rights,' "rights to city," and "property rights. As clear from the five case studies, the paper argues how the western, globalized legal-formal concept of 'rights' (particularly rights to the city) is incapable of or problematic in explaining the existence of the 'informal' or 'illegal' marginalized communities living quite harmoniously with the majority of city's residents. The local concepts of "rukun" and "tepo sliro" are more able and contextual to explain and understand how a variety of migrants this city live in a harmonious way. Such concepts are relevant to the idea of inclusive and sustainable city proposed by the New Urban Agenda. In this context, the territories of the cities and their hinterlands, including kampung in Indonesian cities as stated by the NUA, are considered as spaces for the exercise and fulfilment of rights, in order to ensure that people have access to the resources, services, goods and opportunities that the cities bring in fair, universal, democratic and sustainable ways.
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